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ABSTRACT16

The SDSS-IV/MaNGA Survey data provide an unprecedented opportunity to study the internal17

motions of galaxies and, in particular, represent the largest sample of barred galaxy kinematic maps18

obtained to date. We present results from Nirvana, our non-axisymmetric kinematic modeling code19

built with a physically-motivated Bayesian forward modeling approach, which decomposes MaNGA20

velocity fields into first- and second-order radial and tangential rotational modes in a generalized and21

minimally-supervised fashion. We use Nirvana to produce models and rotation curves for 1263 unique22

barred MaNGA galaxies and a matched unbarred control sample We present our modeling approach,23

tests of its efficacy, and validation against existing visual bar classifications. Nirvana finds elevated non-24

circular motions in galaxies identified as bars in imaging, and bar position angles that agree well with25

visual measurements. The Nirvana-MaNGA barred and control samples provide a new opportunity26

for studying the influence of non-axisymmetric internal disk kinematics in a large statistical sample.27

1. INTRODUCTION28

Galactic bars are smooth linear bisymmetric morpho-29

logical features in the central regions of disk galaxies30

(Binney & Tremaine 2008). A large fraction of disk31

galaxies in the local Universe have bars, including the32

Milky Way (Blitz & Spergel 1991), with more massive,33

redder galaxies having larger bar fractions (Nair & Abra-34

ham 2010; Masters et al. 2011). Barred galaxies have35

been observed out to z > 2 (Guo et al. 2022) and been36

observed to be long-lived in the local Universe (Gadotti37

et al. 2015), though studies disagree on whether bar38

fraction decreases with redshift or remains steady, with39

some evidence that dynamical disturbances and large40

gas inflows can disrupt existing bars (Gadotti et al. 2015;41

Kraljic et al. 2012; Melvin et al. 2014; Cameron et al.42

2010; Sheth et al. 2008; Elmegreen et al. 2004).43
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Bars are inherently dynamical structures stemming44

from perturbations in a galaxy’s gravitational poten-45

tial that lead to destabilizing resonances in stellar orbits46

(Athanassoula 2002) and the redistribution of angular47

momentum throughout the disk (Kormendy & Kenni-48

cutt 2004). Spontaneous bar formation has been ob-49

served in galaxy evolution simulations ranging from rel-50

atively simple models of galactic potentials (e.g. Toomre51

1981), to low-resolution n-body simulations (e.g. Sell-52

wood & Wilkinson 1993), to modern hydrodynamical53

simulations (e.g. Rosas-Guevara et al. 2022). Bars can54

also form due to changes in galactic potential from ma-55

jor mergers or tidal disruptions (Bi et al. 2022) and can56

evolve over the course of a galaxy’s lifetime.57

The dynamical structure of bars can be seen through58

the motions of material within the galaxy. Bars channel59

interstellar gas radially along their leading edge (Re-60

gan et al. 1997), with gas flowing both inwards and61

outwards (Fragkoudi et al. 2016). This radial motion62

also redistribute stellar populations within bars, flat-63

tening population gradients within the bar as compared64
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to the surrounding disk (Fraser-McKelvie et al. 2019).65

These motions may play a part in the early quenching66

of star formation in barred galaxies (Fraser-McKelvie67

et al. 2020). These structures can also be studied us-68

ing the Tremaine-Wineberg method (Tremaine & Wein-69

berg 1984), allowing for the determination of bar pat-70

tern speed and corotation radius in spatially-resolved71

spectroscopy of samples of barred galaxies and further72

insight into the potential of the dark matter halo, gas73

fraction, and star formation history (e.g. Géron et al.74

2023; Garma-Oehmichen et al. 2020, 2022; Cuomo et al.75

2021).76

Conventional single-geometry velocity field models77

(e.g. Andersen & Bershady 2013) describe ordered cir-78

cular rotation in disk galaxies using simple analytic79

models to derive global kinematic parameters like incli-80

nation, position angle, and asymptotic speed. However,81

these methods are limited in their application to only82

galaxies that can be reasonably modeled as a single dy-83

namical system, so for non-axisymmetric galaxies with84

bars, warps, or other disruptions, a more flexible for-85

malism is needed. Tilted ring models (e.g. Begeman86

1987, 1989; Józsa et al. 2007) forego a global kinematic87

model and instead describe the kinematics using a series88

of discrete concentric rings with independent kinematic89

parameters, and Stark et al. (2018) describes position90

angle variation continuously as a function of radius for91

non-axisymmetric galaxies using the Radon transform.92

Kinemetry (Krajnović et al. 2006) uses the techniques of93

surface photometry to perform harmonic decomposition94

of the higher-order spatial modes present in 2D velocity95

fields of irregularly-rotating galaxies. However, without96

additional assumptions about galaxy structure and ro-97

tation curves, the models resulting from these methods98

do not have an explicit astrophysical interpretation.99

Velfit (Spekkens & Sellwood 2007; Sellwood &100

Sánchez 2010, later DiskFit, Sellwood & Spekkens101

2015) instead proposes a single cohesive model for a102

galaxy’s disk properties. Based on harmonic models103

from Schoenmakers et al. (1997), the Velfit model has104

global values for inclination and position angle, instead105

accounting for kinematic distortions with added modes106

on top of the usual first-order (i.e. completing one si-107

nusoidal velocity oscillation per revolution) tangential108

velocity of a circularly-rotating disk. They use only109

physically-motivated terms in their model, restricting110

it to fitting either first-order radial term that accounts111

for sloshing or a combination of second-order radial and112

tangential terms that are meant to represent bisymmet-113

ric motions within bars. These models have had success114

in describing non-circular motions in radio observations115

of cold gas rotation in nearby galaxies (e.g. Bisaria et al.116

2022; Garma-Oehmichen et al. 2022; Holmes et al. 2015)117

and have been re-developed using a Bayesian framework118

called XookSuut (López-Cobá et al. 2021). However, all119

of these models use piece-wise nonparametric rotation120

curve models, which are more flexible for describing121

unanticipated motions but provide less physical insight.122

In this paper, we build on these earlier kinematic mod-123

els of non-circular motions to create Nirvana, a flexible124

code for modeling bisymmetric motions in barred galax-125

ies. We develop our model using a Bayesian forward126

modeling framework with added constraints within the127

prior and tuning of the likelihood function that are ad-128

justed to produce more robust, physically-viable results129

than are possible with simple least-squares optimizers.130

Additional features include point-spread function (PSF)131

convolution, dispersion fitting, and surface brightness132

weighting to make the model more easily applied to ve-133

locity fields where the size of the PSF not small relative134

to the galaxy, allowing for analysis in regimes that were135

ill-suited to previous methods. We investigate the bi-136

ases present in the model using mock data to calibrate137

results.138

We apply the Nirvana model to a sample of barred139

galaxies from the SDSS-IV MaNGA(Bundy et al. 2015).140

Using bar designations from volunteer classifications141

of MaNGA galaxy morphology from GalaxyZoo: 3D142

(GZ:3D; Masters et al. 2021), we attempt to fit the stel-143

lar and gas-phase velocity fields of all barred MaNGA144

galaxies and model their non-circular motions with Nir-145

vana, as well as a population-matched sample of un-146

barred galaxies that we use as a control, generating cor-147

responding samples of velocity field models. We find ele-148

vated levels of bisymmetric motion in the barred sample149

as compared to the unbarred control, and we find that150

galaxies with elevated bisymmetric velocity terms gen-151

erally match GZ:3D closely in bar position angle.152

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summa-153

rizes the galaxy kinematic data we use and how we pre-154

pare it for modeling, as well as the assembly of the sam-155

ples of barred and unbarred galaxies. Section 3 describes156

our velocity model and PSF convolution methods. Sec-157

tion 4 describes Nirvana’s fitting algorithm, including158

the prior and likelihood functions in the Bayesian model.159

Section 5 discusses our evaluations of the model’s effec-160

tiveness when compared to real and mock data. Section161

6 provides a summary of our work and presents direc-162

tions for future study.163

2. MANGA DATA164

2.1. MaNGA: Mapping Nearby Galaxies at Apache165

Point Observatory166

This paper utilizes data and data products from the167

Sloan Digital Sky Survey IV (SDSS-IV; York et al. 2000;168

Blanton et al. 2017) and the Mapping Nearby Galaxies169

at Apache Point Observatory survey (MaNGA Bundy170

et al. 2015). MaNGA uses integral field spectroscopy171

to collect spatially-resolved spectra for ∼10,000 galaxies172

using the BOSS spectrographs on the 2.5 m telescope at173

Apache Point Observatory (Gunn et al. 2006). Spectral174

observations have a resolution of R ∼ 2000 over a range175

of 3600 Å< λ < 10300Åwith variable exposure time to176
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achieve the desired signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 10 in177

the g-band (Bundy et al. 2015). Fibers are grouped into178

hexagonal bundles of 19 to 127 fibers that are 12” to179

32” in diameter (Drory et al. 2015). Flux calibration180

and sky subtraction are applied to the observed spectra181

using simultaneous observations of standard stars and182

sky within the same field (Yan et al. 2016). The median183

full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the point-spread184

function (PSF) for MaNGA data cubes is 2.5”, which185

roughly corresponds to kiloparsec scales at the targeted186

redshifts (z < 0.15). Observations are dithered and in-187

terpolated onto a 0.5” grid of spaxels.188

The MaNGA sample is selected to be uniform over189

i-band absolute magnitude and is divided into two sub-190

samples: the Primary+ sample (∼2/3 of the total sam-191

ple) that contains galaxies with spectral coverage out192

to ∼1.5 effective radii (Re), and the Secondary sample193

(∼1/3 of the total sample) where observations extend194

out to ∼2.5 Re (Wake et al. 2017). Raw spectroscopic195

observations are reduced by the MaNGA Data Reduc-196

tion Pipeline (DRP; Law et al. 2016), and data products197

such as velocity measurements are derived with the Data198

Analysis Pipeline (Westfall et al. 2019; Belfiore et al.199

2019). All data in this paper are from the seventeenth200

SDSS data release (DR17; Abdurro’uf et al. 2022), which201

represents the final data release of the MaNGA survey202

and contains MaNGA observations and data products203

from 10,010 unique galaxies. All photometric data in204

this paper is from the NASA-Sloan Atlas (NSA; Blan-205

ton et al. 2011), which uses imaging from SDSS-I, II,206

and III and assumes H0 = 100 km/s/Mpc.207

In this paper, we utilize the hybrid binning scheme208

data products from the DAP, which uses slightly differ-209

ent methods for creating stellar- and gas-phase line-of-210

sight velocity measurements. For the stellar kinematics,211

spaxels are Voronoi binned (Cappellari & Copin 2003) to212

a threshold g-band-weighted SNR of at least 10. These213

bins are then deconstructed such that the gas kinemat-214

ics are determined on a spaxel-by-spaxel basis. Both215

velocity fields are calculated by simultaneously fitting216

all emission/absorption lines, meaning that all ionized217

gas tracers are assumed to have the same velocity. For218

this reason, for the remainder of the paper, when we219

discuss velocity fields derived from observations of neb-220

ular emission, we refer to them as “gas-phase” velocity221

fields rather than velocity fields associated with a par-222

ticular emission line. However, each emission line is fit223

independently for surface brightness and velocity disper-224

sion, so we use the H-alpha values for these quantities225

when working with gas-phase velocity data.226

2.2. Data Processing227

Though the MaNGA DAP masks many imperfections228

in the maps it extracts from the datacubes, there are still229

outliers in the data that inhibit our ability to produce a230

successful fit.231

Specifically, the DAP also sometimes produces ve-232

locity measurements for individual spaxels that differ233

greatly from the neighboring spaxels due to systematic234

errors caused by low SNR (Westfall et al. 2019; Belfiore235

et al. 2019). To identify these spurious velocity mea-236

surements, we convolve a kernel to blur the kinematic237

data that is equivalent to the reported PSF, smearing238

the data over a scale that should correspond to the ob-239

servational differences in the data. We then mask any240

spaxels where the magnitude of the discrepancy between241

the velocity and dispersion maps and their blurred coun-242

terparts, since any spaxels that differ too greatly from243

their neighbors must be nonphysical. Through experi-244

mentation, we determined any spaxels with discrepan-245

cies of more than 50 km/s are likely erroneous, so they246

are masked.247

We then mask out any spaxels that have a surface248

brightness flux of less than 3 × 10−19 ergs/s/cm2 per249

spaxel in the Hα flux map or an Hα amplitude-to-noise250

ratio (ANR) of less than 5 for gas velocity fields, or251

3 × 10−19 ergs/s/cm2/Å per spaxel in the stellar flux252

map for stellar velocity fields. These values were experi-253

mentally determined to best remove low-quality velocity254

measurements on the outskirts of galaxies.255

Finally, we attempt to remove any regions of the ve-256

locity field that do not appear to be part of the same257

rotating system as the rest of the galaxy. Many MaNGA258

IFUs contain foreground/background sources or merg-259

ing companions that have distinct velocity fields from260

the main target, so it would be inappropriate to fit a261

single rotating disk to the data. To mask these, we262

perform a preliminary fit to the kinematics using an ax-263

isymmetric model using a hyperbolic tangent rotation264

curve and subtract the model from the data to obtain a265

map of the residuals. If the data are well represented by266

this model, the residuals should be randomly distributed267

along a Gaussian distribution according to the Central268

Limit Theorem, and any deviations from Gaussianity269

represent possible signatures of asymmetry that we may270

want to mask. In order to preserve the genuine bisym-271

metric features we are attempting to model, we mask272

only the spaxels that differ from the mean of the resid-273

uals by more than 10 standard deviations, a value we274

experimentally determined removes unwanted compan-275

ions but still preserves real bisymmetric features. After276

masking these spaxels, we again fit the axisymmetric277

model and remove the outliers in the residuals, repeat-278

ing the process until the number of masked spaxels sta-279

bilizes.280

If, at the end of this process, the galaxy is left with281

only 20% or less of its original number of spaxels un-282

masked, the velocity field is considered to be unsuitable283

for velocity field fitting and it is not fit. Less than 1%284

of sample galaxies fall below this threshold, and the me-285

dian fraction of masked spaxels is less than 10%. Two286

illustrations of the the masking process are shown in Fig-287

ure 1, with one high SNR gas-phase velocity field (top)288
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200 0 200km/s 200 0 200km/s

Figure 1. Example velocity fields before (left) and after

(right) the masking process for a high SNR gas-phase veloc-

ity field (MaNGA plate-IFU number 8078-12703, top) and

a stellar-phase velocity field with relatively low SNR in the

outskirts (11750-9101, bottom). Spaxels with outlying ve-

locities, or low SNR, flux, or ANR are masked. The method

is detailed in Section 2.2.

and one relatively low SNR stellar-phase velocity field289

(bottom).290

Our rotation curve models are piece-wise linear func-291

tions defined on a set of concentric elliptical rings. While292

a set of parametric rotation curve functions would be293

more computationally efficient and easier to physically294

interpret, there is currently little evidence available to295

construct such rotation curve functions for bisymmet-296

ric modes, pushing us to instead use flexible piece-wise297

functions to describe the motions as closely as possible,298

leaving the construction of a parametric bisymmetric299

model for future work.300

To construct the radius of each ring, we determine301

the position of the minor axis and inclination of the302

galaxy our preliminary axisymmetric model (see above)303

and transform the spaxel/bin coordinates into in-plane304

elliptical coordinates . We then subdivide these coordi-305

nates into concentric rings using the method described306

further in Section 3. If more than 75% of the spaxels in307

a given elliptical annulus are masked, all spaxels are dis-308

carded and the relevant ring is removed. This prevents a309

small number of spaxels from having an undue influence310

on the model, particularly in galactic outskirts. Any311

galaxies with 2 or fewer elliptical rings are discarded for312

having insufficient spatial resolution.313

2.3. Sample314

Our goal is to assess the ability of Nirvana to accu-315

rately model and quantify bisymmetric distortions in316

the velocity fields of MaNGA galaxies. To this end,317

we define two galaxy samples, one of barred galaxies318

where we expect prominent bisymmetric kinematic dis-319

tortions, and a second matched control population of320

galaxies that do not appear to be barred (see Section321

2.4). To create these samples, we use the existing Galaxy322

Zoo: 3D catalog (GZ:3D; Masters et al. 2021), a crowd-323

sourced project for identifying morphological features in324

SDSS images of MaNGA galaxies. Volunteers drew re-325

gions on images of all MaNGA galaxies from the SDSS-326

I/II survey (Gunn et al. 1998; York et al. 2000) to in-327

dicate which morphological feature each pixel belonged328

to, yielding vote counts for each pixel that we can use to329

determine which galaxies have bars as well as the shape330

of the bar. We chose this catalog over others because it331

already provides information on bar position and shape332

within the galaxy, allowing us to more easily compare333

our models to existing imaging.334

We define a pixel as being part of the bar if more than335

20% of volunteers designated it as such, and we define336

a galaxy as “barred” if it has more than at least one337

spaxel that is part of a bar, the methodology recom-338

mended by Krishnarao et al. (2020) and Masters et al.339

(2021). GZ:3D provides us not only with a binary classi-340

fication of barred versus unbarred galaxies but also with341

more detailed spatial information that we will compare342

to our kinematic modeling results. In the MaNGA sam-343

ple, there are 1593 such galaxies representing 14.1% of344

the total sample. Since MaNGA provides both stellar345

and gas velocity maps, we model both using Nirvana,346

but fit the two tracers independently.347

Major mergers can greatly disrupt the internal kine-348

matics of disk galaxies, so we also remove any galaxies349

that are obviously undergoing a merger. GZ:3D has vol-350

unteers mark the centers of any galaxies that are in the351

image of the target galaxy and the surrounding area,352

so we remove any galaxies where the average number of353

centers marked by volunteers was greater than 1.5, in-354

dicating that a majority of volunteers found more than355

one center, a threshold we determined by visual inspec-356

tion. We find a total of 98 mergers in our original list of357

barred galaxies and remove them from our final sample358

to reduce extra sources of non-circular motion.359

After these cuts, Nirvana produces velocity field mod-360

els for 973 stellar velocity fields (66.6% of the initial361

sample) and 1012 gas-phase velocity fields (69.3%). 722362

galaxies (49.4%) have both stellar and gas velocity fits,363

and 1263 unique galaxies have either a stellar or gas-364

phase velocity field model. These sets of successfully fit365

galaxies represents our final Nirvana-MaNGA sample of366
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Figure 2. Stellar masses and colors of the Nirvana gas-phase

sample of barred galaxies (green circles), the population-

matched control sample (gray pluses), and the MaNGA sam-

ple as a whole (contours). The sample galaxies lie almost

entirely within the “blue cloud,” with only a small number

having green or red colors, and there is a greater fraction of

high-mass blue galaxies than in the overall MaNGA sample.

The control sample of unbarred galaxies is demographically

extremely close to the Nirvana sample by virtue of the match-

ing process.

barred galaxies that we will work with for the remainder367

of this paper.368

The cuts in our data processing tend to bias the369

Nirvana-MaNGA sample away from redder galaxies be-370

cause of their lower gas-phase emission flux, resulting371

in a sample of galaxies that fall almost entirely within372

the “blue cloud” of galaxies on the color-magnitude dia-373

gram. As shown in Figure 2, the majority of the sample374

lies between 109−1011M⊙, as described by the elliptical375

Petrosian photometry data given in the NSA (Blanton376

et al. 2011). The sample is almost entirely blue, as mea-377

sured by the NSA elliptical Petrosian NUV − r, with378

only a few galaxies in the green valley and red sequence.379

There are peaks in the mass distribution around 109.3380

and 1010.4. The first peak corresponds to a mass range381

with large representation in the overall MaNGA sample382

of blue galaxies, and the second indicates a bias towards383

larger blue galaxies overall within the Nirvana sample. If384

bar-driven secular evolution does indeed lead to quench-385

ing (Gadotti et al. 2015), then this may indicate that our386

galaxies have relatively recently formed bars, but further387

study of stellar populations in the bars is necessary to388

confirm this.389

2.4. Control Sample390

To isolate the effect of galactic bars on our main sam-391

ple, we construct a sample of unbarred galaxies to serve392

as a control. Such a sample will allow us to compare393

the strength of the bisymmetric distortions measured by394

Nirvana to our main sample, where the bisymmetric dis-395

tortions are expected to be more significant. This con-396

trol should therefore resemble the population of galaxies397

in our main sample, such that we can effectively isolate398

the effect of the bars. To build the control sample, we399

match each barred galaxy in the final sample to a galaxy400

with similar NSA elliptical Petrosian stellar mass, color,401

axis ratio (b/a), and half-light radius (R50) using linear402

sum assignment (Crouse 2016), which produces a set of403

unique galaxy pairs with matched population parame-404

ters.405

For each of the parameters listed, we normalize the406

range of the MaNGA population to fall roughly between407

0 and 1.1 The end points of the normalized parameter408

distributions are as follows:409

• Color (NUV − r): 0 to 10.410

• Log stellar mass: 108 to 1012M⊙.411

• Half-light radius: 0 to 18 arcsec.412

• Axis ratio: 0 to 1.413

The median distance between galaxy pairs in the nor-414

malized parameter space 0.038, so the population statis-415

tics for the control sample are nearly identical to the416

barred sample, as seen in Figures 2.417

3. BISYMMETRIC KINEMATIC MODEL418

To model non-circular motions in disk galaxies, we419

adopt a formalism based on Spekkens & Sellwood420

(2007). Our models use a cylindrical coordinate sys-421

tem, with the disk plan at z = 0, projected on the sky.422

To map the rectilinear on-sky spaxel coordinates onto423

the projected galaxy coordinates, we use the following424

transformations:425

r=
[
(x− xc)

2 + (y − yc)
2
]1/2

(1)

θ=arctan

(
x sinϕ− y cosϕ

cos i (x cosϕ+ y sinϕ)

)
, (2)

for x and y center position xc and yc and on-sky position426

angle ϕ, measured from N through E along the direction427

of the receding side of the major axis.428

We split the velocity field V (r, θ) into its radial and429

tangential components Vr(r, θ) and Vt(r, θ), additionally430

1 Some ranges were chosen to capture the range of galaxies
in the full MaNGA sample, so they may appear oversized when
considering just our sample of barred galaxies. However, changing
the bounds has only a small effect on the overall properties of the
galaxies chosen for the control.
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breaking each component down into its Fourier modes.431

Spekkens & Sellwood (2007) show that some bisymmet-432

ric (second-order) terms are degenerate with a first-order433

radial term. Here, we neglect the first-order radial term,434

effectively assuming that most galaxies have no radial435

sloshing.436

We limit our model to only the primary rotation term437

(first-order tangential) and second-order terms to focus438

on the bisymmetric flows that are physically associated439

with bars, rather than higher-order modes that may de-440

scribe local non-bisymmetric irregularities in velocity441

fields more exactly (e.g. Krajnović et al. 2006). How-442

ever, Spekkens & Sellwood (2007) note that sinusoidal443

models of order m projected in an elliptical coordinate444

system are degenerate with models of order m ± 1, so445

some third-order features are present in the models. We446

address the first-order degeneracies in Section 4.2.447

The resulting model is shown below:448

V (r, θ)=Vsys + sin i

[
Vt(r) cos θ

−V2t(r) cos
(
2(θ − ϕb)

)
cos θ

−V2r(r) sin
(
2(θ − ϕb)

)
sin θ

]
. (3)

The bisymmetric position angle ϕb is defined as the in-449

plane angular difference between the first- and second-450

order rotational terms. We also discretize the kinematic451

components, Vt, V2t, and V2r, using a piece-wise lin-452

ear function with breakpoints at equally-spaced in-plane453

radii. The breakpoint radii are set such that their sep-454

aration is defined as half of the reconstructed FWHM455

of the MaNGA PSF along the minor axis of the galaxy,456

thus Nyquist sampling the changes in velocity along the457

position angle where they are most compressed. These458

breakpoint radii are linearly spaced along the minor axis459

until the edge of the MaNGA IFU is reached, as de-460

scribed in Section 2.2. Additional details regarding the461

construction of the kinematic models are addressed in462

Section 4. We note that the inner-most breakpoint of463

the functions is at R = 0, and we force all velocity com-464

ponents to be 0 km/s at this position.465

Nirvana also goes beyond previous works by simul-466

taneously modeling the velocity dispersion of the in-467

put galaxy. In addition to providing a more complete468

kinematic understanding of the galaxy, the dispersion469

also helps to more accurately model the effects of beam470

smearing by incorporating both spatial and spectral471

smearing in the final velocity measurements. The in-472

creased fidelity and generality of our beam smearing also473

differentiates Nirvana from prior work (e.g. Spekkens &474

Sellwood 2007, which was restricted to a PSF width was475

less than the width of the annular ring). Since velocity476

dispersion is a second-order moment, we assume that it477

is radially symmetric (Binney & Tremaine 2008). There-478

fore, we do not need a complex model to decompose it479

like we do for the velocity, instead modeling it as a sin-480

gle piece-wise curve σ(r) defined over the radius of the481

galaxy and projected in-plane. However, such simple482

axisymmetric models may be limited in their ability to483

describe galaxies that are not axisymmetric themselves484

and particularly because bars themselves do cause some485

local increases in velocity dispersion along the bar axis486

and at the ends of the bar (Du et al. 2016).487

Once the intrinsic models for velocity and disper-488

sion have been generated, they are convolved with the489

MaNGA PSF to include the effects of beam smearing,490

which can be directly compared with the observed data.491

The convolutions performed are492

Iobs= I ∗ P, (4)

Vobs=
(IV ) ∗ P

Iobs
, and (5)

σobs=

[
I(V 2 + σ2) ∗ P

Iobs
− V 2

obs

]1/2
, (6)

where ∗ is the convolution operator, P is the on-sky493

point-spread function, and the quantities I, V , and σ494

are all intrinsic properties of the galaxy along the line-495

of-sight, before convolution with the PSF, and Iobs, Vobs,496

and σobs are their observed counterparts. Note that a497

limitation of our model is that we do not model the498

surface brightness, I, (cf. Varidel et al. 2019) and we do499

not have access to a higher resolution observations of500

I for separated gas-phase and stellar components. We501

instead use the observed surface-brightness distribution.502

4. FITTING ALGORITHM503

The core function of Nirvana is to represent the in-504

put galaxy using the model described above. To fit the505

above model to the data, we construct a Bayesian for-506

ward model. We choose this formalism rather than a507

least-squares optimizer like Spekkens & Sellwood (2007)508

because of its ability to compensate for local minima509

in the likelihood, account for covariances between pa-510

rameters, and utilize priors when navigating probabil-511

ity space. We specifically chose the Bayesian code512

dynesty (Speagle 2020), a Python package implement-513

ing nested sampling (Skilling 2004, 2006) utilizing multi-514

ellipsoid bounds (Feroz et al. 2009), due to its strengths515

in describing high-dimensional multi-modal likelihood516

spaces. By randomly sampling the parameter space,517

nested sampling is able to constrain the posterior prob-518

ability distribution while not getting stuck in local min-519

ima like a least-squares optimizer or a walker-based ap-520

proach like Markov Chain Monte Carlo may.521

In this section, we describe the prior and likelihood522

functions used by Nirvana as well as the biases and con-523

straints that led to their design, expanding upon earlier524

Bayesian velocity field models (López-Cobá et al. 2021)525

by utilizing specially-designed prior and likelihood terms526

to better calibrate output. An example of the results527

from running the model is given in Section 4.3.528
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4.1. Priors529

4.1.1. Position angles, velocities, and centers530

To keep the fitting process relatively galaxy-agnostic,531

we endeavored to keep the priors as uninformative as532

possible. We chose a uniform prior over all angles for po-533

sition angle ϕ rather than setting a narrower prior prob-534

ability distribution based on preliminary axisymmetric535

fits to allow for complicating factors such as irregular536

galaxy shapes or non-circular motions that could lead537

to significant biases in the axisymmetric position angle.538

Similarly, we use a uniform prior over all angles for the539

second order position angle ϕb since we do not have any540

information on the likely orientations of higher order541

components for any of the galaxies.542

Rather than attempting to construct an informed543

prior for the individual velocity components based on544

predicted rotation curve shapes, we instead attempt to545

be neutral and keep the model as free from parametric546

models as possible by using uniform priors over a rea-547

sonable velocity range. We allow the magnitudes of the548

individual in-plane velocity components Vt, V2t, and V2r549

to vary between 0 and 400 km/s in each ring, with the550

center held fixed at 0 km/s. Similarly, the prior on ve-551

locity dispersion magnitude σ is uniform over 0 to 300552

km/s.553

We have found that axisymmetric fits are almost al-554

ways capable of recovering the systemic velocity well, so555

we restrict the Vsys to be within ±60 km/s of the value556

returned by the preliminary fit. We also rely on the557

MaNGA IFU placement for the position of the center of558

the galaxy, restricting the galactic center to be within559

a 4′′ square box surrounding the center of the MaNGA560

bundle. We determined the size of the bounding box561

by noticing that in preliminary runs, almost all galaxy562

models that had kinematic centers more than 2′′ from563

the IFU center were fit incorrectly, and that the results564

from the fit were improved by restricting the position565

of the dynamical center. Essentially all isolated galax-566

ies are centered in the MaNGA IFU, and galaxies with567

kinematic centers outside of this bounding box are al-568

most always not isolated or are undergoing a merger,569

making them unsuitable for our modeling approach.570

4.1.2. Inclination571

The most restrictive prior we have placed on the fit-
ting algorithm is on the inclination, which we tie to the
photometric inclination using a relatively tight Gaussian
prior. We derive the photometric inclination ip of each
galaxy from its elliptical Petrosian axis ratio q, as pro-
vided by the NASA-Sloan Atlas (Blanton et al. 2011).
We convert this value to a photometric inclination as
follows:

cos2 ip =
q2 − q20
1− q20

, (7)

where q0 is the intrinsic oblateness of the galaxy. We572

do not have any information on the value of q0 for each573

individual galaxy since such information would require574

detailed dynamical modeling of each galaxy, though it575

tends to correlate with scale length in late-type galaxies576

(Bershady et al. 2010). However, previous studies (e.g.577

Weijmans et al. 2014; Padilla & Strauss 2008; Lambas578

et al. 1992) find that for rotating galaxies like disks and579

fast-rotating ellipticals, q0 ≈ 0.20− 0.25, so we choose a580

nominal value of q0 = 0.2 for all galaxies in our model,581

similar to the Bershady et al. (2010) estimate of 0.25.582

These inclinations are more reliable than kinematically-583

derived inclinations from axisymmetric fits that are584

sometimes adversely affected by kinematic asymmetries,585

but the imprecision in these estimates may still have ef-586

fects on the derived photometric inclination depending587

on a specific galaxy’s morphology.588

We originally defined the prior as uniform distribution589

with bounds ±20◦ from ip. However, inherent degenera-590

cies in the Nirvana model cause a strong tendency to fit591

galaxy inclinations that are significantly higher than ei-592

ther the input inclinations (in the case of mock galaxies)593

or the inclination derived from photometry (in the case594

of real data), necessitating a stricter prior to counteract595

the bias. While we do not expect perfect correspon-596

dence between the kinematic and photometric inclina-597

tions because they are tracing different components of598

the galaxy’s structure, the systematic bias to high incli-599

nation indicated an underlying problem with the current600

state of the priors. As shown in the top panel of Figure601

3, most models were driven to the upper limit of this602

uniform prior.603

To mitigate the bias, we instead used a Gaussian prior604

centered on the photometric inclination and a 3◦ stan-605

dard deviation. Unsurprisingly, this tighter constraint606

leads to much closer agreement with the photometric607

inclination, with the bias reduced to 4 − 5◦, as seen in608

Figure 3. A bias of this size is not much larger than that609

of existing axisymmetric models (e.g. Andersen & Ber-610

shady 2013). However, if the photometric and kinematic611

inclinations are indeed vastly different, e.g. in a galaxy612

with multiple kinematically-decoupled components, this613

prior is still flexible enough to allow Nirvana to fit the614

disk correctly.2 The bottom panel of Figure 3 shows615

a comparison between the photometric inclinations of616

MaNGA galaxies calculated using Equation 7 and the617

kinematic inclinations recovered by Nirvana. Due to618

the inherent degeneracy between inclination and rota-619

tional velocity, these stronger priors also have an effect620

on the recovered velocity profiles since elevated inclina-621

tions necessitate lower in-plane velocities for the same622

LOS velocity. The smaller model inclinations favored623

by the more restrictive prior brings velocity magnitudes624

2 Such misaligned structures are more common in early-type
galaxies (Corsini 2014), which are almost entirely absent from the
Nirvana-MaNGA sample, so this situation is unlikely to be a major
factor when Nirvana is applied to barred spirals.
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Figure 3. The effects of different inclination priors de-

scribed in Section 4.1 on the inclination recovered by Nirvana

as compared to inclinations derived from photometry. Top:

A uniform prior centered on the photometric inclination with

a width of ±20◦. Nirvana has a significant tendency to pro-

duce inclinations that are much too high, often running up

against the prior bound (dotted line). Middle: A Gaussian

prior centered on the photometric inclination with a stan-

dard deviation of 3◦ (dotted line) produces a much better

agreement with photometry while still allowing some free-

dom in the fit. Bottom: A comparison between the inclina-

tions derived from photometry and the inclinations recovered

by Nirvana in our sample of barred galaxies with a Gaussian

prior. There is a systematic bias of 4 − 5◦, which is in line

with biases seen in other similar models.

back up to expected levels, rather than being biased low625

for the previous prior.626

4.2. Likelihood627

The Nirvana likelihood function is based primarily on
a standard Gaussian likelihood. At each iteration of
the fitting process, we generate a velocity field model
according to the steps outlined in Section 3 using the
latest parameter guesses. We then compute a χ2 value
between the original data and the model, weighting each
spaxel by its velocity variance σ2

v as reported by the
MaNGA DAP with an extra error term of 5 km/s added
in quadrature, an extra term to provide an error floor in
cases where the DAP produces erroneously low errors.
Summing over all unmasked spatial elements, we obtain
one value for the whole galaxy:

χ2
v =

∑ (V − Vmod)
2

σ2
v

. (8)

We calculate separate χ2 likelihoods for the velocity
and dispersion data, substituting in the square of the
physical velocity dispersion

σ2 = σ2
obs − σ2

corr, (9)

where σobs is the velocity dispersion reported by the
MaNGA DAP and σcorr is an instrumental correction
(Westfall et al. 2019).3 Using the reported errors on
dispersion σσ plus an error floor of 5 km/s added in
quadrature, the resulting chi-squared term is as follows:

χ2
σ =

∑
elem.

(σ−σmod)
2

σ2
σ

. (10)

In our modeling of the velocity dispersions, we do not ac-628

count for systematic errors in the measurements caused629

by inaccuracies in the MaNGA line-spread function, low630

signal-to-noise, or effects of truncating the error distri-631

bution to consider only corrected values with σ2 > 0632

(Law et al. 2021, Chattopadhyay et al., submitted).633

These issues will be considered in more detail in future634

work. Here, we note that these biases have relatively635

little influence on our velocity field fits, the primary con-636

cern of this paper.637

The resulting chi-squared terms are then added to-
gether as part of the final likelihood. In addition to these
chi-square terms, we include specific penalty functions
that mitigate biases and unphysical results discovered
while testing our approach. Although these penalties of
arbitrary form and come at the expense of the objectiv-
ity of the modeling procedure, they provide more robust

3 The correction factor for the gas kinematics is the instrumen-
tal resolution at the best-fitting line wavelength; for the stellar
kinematics, it is a correction that accounts for the difference in
spectral resolution between the MaNGA spectra and the stellar
templates used to measure the kinematics.
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final results. We describe each penalty, P1 and P2 in the
following two subsections. The final likelihood function
L is represented by:

logL = −χ2
v − χ2

σ − P1,v − P1,σ − P2. (11)

4.2.1. Smoothing penalty638

To incentivize the model to produce smoother radial
profiles, we impose a penalty if the second derivative of
the rotation curve shape is high for any of the compo-
nents. We approximate the second derivative by taking
the difference between the kinematic components in each
concentric ring and the mean of the values of the same
component in neighboring ring, equivalent to convolu-
tion with kernel [1,-2,1] across the piece-wise rotation
curve. The smoothing penalty P1 is the sum of the sec-
ond derivative for all ring, scaled by the magnitude of
the velocity component in that ring and weighted by a
coefficient w1:

P1 = w1

Nrings∑
i

Vi − (1/2)(Vi−1 + Vi+1)

Vi
. (12)

This penalty is applied for all velocity components as639

well as the velocity dispersion, and the resulting penalty640

is subtracted from the log likelihood. We determined641

that a weight of w1,v = 10 for velocity components and642

w1,σ = 1 for velocity dispersion. These values result in643

rotation curves adequately describe spatially-coherent644

differences in velocity as a function of radius in mock645

galaxy trials while also moderating sharp (and often un-646

physical) discontinuities in the shapes of the velocity647

profiles.648

4.2.2. Second-order velocity penalty649

Testing of mock galaxies shows a notable covariance650

in the posteriors of the inclination and the second-order651

radial component of the velocity V2r. The velocity field652

residuals for an improper inclination have similar pat-653

terns to the effects of V2r, resulting in Nirvana some-654

times preferring to return inclinations that were too655

high and then counteract the residuals from that mis-656

take with elevated V2r values.657

This can be seen in Figure 4, which shows how well658

galaxy inclination is recovered during mock testing. We659

construct a set of mock galaxies by feeding model pa-660

rameters derived from real Nirvana galaxy models at661

similar inclinations (one unbarred disk 7965-3704 and662

one barred disk 11021-3703 with a second-order velocity663

profile peaking at ∼50 km/s) and superimpose residuals664

from Nirvana models of comparable galaxies at varying665

inclinations to create sets of mock observations of the666

same galaxy at a range of inclinations. We then use667

Nirvana to fit these mock galaxies to test its ability to668

recover input parameters in realistic data. The model669

shows a tendency to fit erroneously high inclinations by670

utilizing similarly erroneous V2r values, as shown by the671

+ symbols in in Figure 4.672

Models are also affected by them±1 degeneracy inher-
ent in the bisymmetric model, as mentioned in Section3.
This degeneracy between mode m and modes m±1 was
noted by Schoenmakers et al. (1997) and Spekkens &
Sellwood (2007), and we noted instances of this degen-
eracy influencing our model results during Nirvana de-
velopment. In the case where V2t = V2r, we can use the
angle-sum identity to rewrite Equation 3 as:

Vlos − Vsys

sin i
= Vt cos θ − V2 cos(θ − 2ϕb). (13)

for V2 ≡ V2t + V 2r. That is, the combination of the673

second-order components mimic a first-order tangential674

component that is phase-shifted by 2ϕb, commonly re-675

ferred to as a position-angle warp. This makes it pos-676

sible for the model to effectively trade between Vt and677

V2 and their relevant position angles, ϕ and ϕb, allow-678

ing Nirvana to create galaxy models where second-order679

motions erroneously dominate over first-order tangential680

motions instead of the other way around.681

Because overinflated V2t and V2r values cause these
issues, we disincentivize their overuse by imposing a
penalty on the likelihood for models that have second
order velocity terms that are large in comparison to the
first order velocity using the following term:

P2 = w2

(
V̄2t − V̄t

V̄t
+

V̄2r − V̄t

V̄t

)
, (14)

where barred quantities represent the means of the re-682

spective velocity profiles. w2 is a separate coefficient683

that we determined through mock testing should be set684

to w2 = 500 to produce results that capture bisymmet-685

ric velocity distortions when they are present but do686

not over-inflate them when they are not present. With687

this correction present, recovery of inclination in mock688

galaxies is much more faithful, as shown by the dots in689

Figure 4. We see both a lower average inclination bias690

and a smaller spread in variation for mocks with differ-691

ent residuals.692

4.3. Example Results693

An example result from this model for barred MaNGA694

galaxy 8078-12703 is shown in Figures 5 and 6 for gas-695

phase and stellar velocity fields respectively. The non-696

axisymmetry of the bar is obvious in both the image697

and the velocity field, where a large central disturbance698

is visible in the otherwise orderly rotation of the disk.699

When the Nirvana model is applied, it recovers a first-700

order tangential rotation curve that roughly resembles701

a conventional model for a disk galaxy, rising quickly702

to a maximum value before leveling off at larger radii.703

The second-order components are present as a relatively704

large component of the rotation in the central part of the705

galaxy, but their influence quickly diminishes at larger706

radii as the influence of the bar lessens.707
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Figure 4. The effect of penalizing models that use high

second-order velocities on the inclination bias. We con-

struct a set of mock galaxies using the Nirvana velocity fields

an unbarred galaxy (MaNGA plate and IFU number 7965-

3704) with V2t and V2r close to zero on top, and a barred

galaxy with elevated central V2t and V2r (11021-3703) on the

bottom. We generate idealized models using these velocity

profiles at different inclinations and add real residuals from

galaxies with similar radius and inclination, creating a pop-

ulation of mock galaxies at varying inclinations. We then fit

those mocks with Nirvana, allowing us to compare input and

output parameters. We find that when unrestricted, Nirvana

has a tendency to produce erroneously high inclination mod-

els (shown by the + symbols), which elevate V2r values due

to degeneracies between inclination and V2r residuals. When

we impose a penalty on high second-order velocity terms as

described in Section 4.2 (shown by the dots), the bias is

greatly reduced and the spread between different residuals is

tightened.

Figures 5 and 6 also demonstrate that, when compared708

to an axisymmetric model, Nirvana is able to more ac-709

curately model the observed 2D velocity field. The ax-710

isymmetric model leaves large and spatially-correlated711

residuals, indicating that the model is unable to cap-712

ture all of the features seen in the data, whereas the713

Nirvana model’s residuals are much smaller and much714

more randomly distributed. Figures 7 and 8 show Nir-715

vana rotation curves for galaxies without strong bisym-716

metric velocity distortions (the first with a bar identified717

by GZ:3D and the second unbarred), producing results718

that are very similar to the hyperbolic tangent axisym-719

metric model. Further study is needed to determine why720

certain visually-identified bars do not have correspond-721

ing velocity field perturbations.722

The maps for the individual velocity modes of the723

Nirvana model as well as the components of the actual724

MaNGA data those modes are fitting can be seen in Fig-725

ure 9 for the gas-phase velocity field. The shapes of the726

components of the data generally match the shape of the727

velocity mode maps, justifying the physical premise of728

our model. The middle row of Figure 9 shows a break-729

down of the separate velocity components that make up730

the final velocity field model of the same galaxy. The731

bottom row shows the residuals left when subtracting732

different combinations of rotational terms from the origi-733

nal MaNGA data to leave only a single component in the734

data, yielding views of each component of the data that735

Nirvana is modelling. Comparing the velocity compo-736

nents of the second row to the residuals in the third row,737

we see close correspondence between our model terms738

and the noncircular motions present in the central bar739

region of the galaxy.740

5. RESULTS741

In this section, we discuss the performance of the742

model on real and simulated galaxies in order to con-743

textualize its results.744

5.1. Projection biases745

When modeling bisymmetric distortions in velocity746

fields caused by bar in disk galaxies, the angular dif-747

ference between the position angles of the major axis ϕ748

(the first order velocity component) and the bar ϕb (the749

second order velocity component) greatly affects how the750

bar appears in the line-of-sight velocity data. Bars that751

are diagonal to the major axis will create obvious distor-752

tions in the velocity field, whereas bars that are aligned753

or anti-aligned with the major or minor axis will only754

appear as small fluctuations in the dominant first order755

rotational component, as shown in Figure 10. Nirvana756

often models these disturbances without second-order757

velocity components, leading to significant difficulties in758

accurately recovering aligned and anti-aligned bars, as759

mentioned originally by Spekkens & Sellwood (2007).760

In the set of mocks shown in Figure 11, we see that761

galaxies with ϕb values that are close to aligned/anti-762
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Figure 5. The Nirvana model of the gas-phase velocity

field of barred MaNGA galaxy 8078-12703. Top row: the

SDSS image of the galaxy with the MaNGA IFU boundary

overlaid in magenta, and the gas-phase velocity field. Sec-

ond row: The Nirvana velocity field model and the an ax-

isymmetric using a parametric hyperbolic tangent rotation

curve. Third row: Residuals for the above fits. Compared

to the axisymmetric model, the residuals are significantly re-

duced and are much less spatially correlated, indicating a

more suitable model. Bottom row: the best-fitting radial

velocity profiles of the three velocity components fit by the

Nirvana model (Vt shown in solid black, V2t in dotted red,

and V2r in dashed green) with 1σ errors, along with the ro-

tation curve found by our parametric axisymmetric fitting

algorithm (dot-dashed blue), and the rest of the parameters

from the Nirvana model with 1σ errors.
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Figure 6. The same velocity field plots for 8078-12703 as

Figure 5 but for the stellar velocity field. The magnitude of

the velocity field disturbance caused by the bar is notably

lower than for the gas-phase velocity field.

aligned, Nirvana has a preference for increasing relative763

ϕb values between 0◦ and 45◦ and decreasing values be-764

tween 45◦ and 90◦. The effect of this is to bias ϕb to be765

closer to a 45◦ or 135◦ offset from ϕ than reality, and766

the second-order velocity profiles for these biased bars767

are often less than the input velocity profiles.768
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Figure 7. Velocity field plots for barred galaxy 8611-12702,

a galaxy identified as barred by the GZ:3D volunteers but

that does not display significant second-order velocity fea-

tures in its velocity field. The axisymmetric model and the

Nirvana model are both able to model the velocity field with

similar rotation curves.
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Figure 8. Velocity field plots for unbarred control galaxy

10519-6102. Like 8611-12702 (Figure 7), this galaxy does

not have bisymmetric distortions and can be modeled well

without significant contributions from second-order velocity

terms.

The origins of this bias are unclear. Because more769

diagonal ϕb produces a stronger bisymmetric distor-770

tion than a more aligned one, Nirvana requires smaller771

second order velocity components to explain the same772

bisymmetric features in the velocity field. This mini-773
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Figure 9. The separate pieces of MaNGA data that are fed to the Nirvana model and the individual components of the velocity

field model for 8078-12703’s gas phase velocity field (see Figure 5). Top row: the MaNGA Hα velocity field, velocity dispersion,

and surface brightness. Top right: the bar classification votes from Galaxy Zoo: 3D and resulting on-sky bar position angles

from GZ:3D and the independent Nirvana velocity model. Middle row: the Nirvana velocity field model, and all of the individual

components of the model broken out separately. Bottom row: The residual of the velocity field model, and the component of

the MaNGA velocity data that corresponds to the above velocity component.

mizes the P2 penalty in the likelihood necessary for in-774

clination and second-order magnitude corrections (see775

Section 4.2), yielding a potentially more favorable out-776

come. However, when P2 is turned off in the code, the777

bias still remains so this cannot be the explanation.778

5.2. Comparison with imaging779

In order to validate Nirvana’s bar position angles, we780

compare our results to those of GZ:3D (Masters et al.781

2021, see Section 2.3). Because GZ:3D treats each pixel782

individually, the GZ:3D bars are irregular in shape, mak-783

ing it difficult to define a bar position angle. We de-784

veloped the following procedure (shown in Figure 13)785

for finding a representative bar position angle for each786

galaxy. First, we use the votes as weights to find the787

weighted center of the bar mask, which we take to be788

the center of the bar. Next, we divide the image into789

on-sky azimuthal bins, adding up the bar votes within790

each bin to create an azimuthal distribution of bar votes.791
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Figure 10. A comparison of different relative position an-

gles between the dominant first-order and secondary bar

component in model velocity fields. These mock galaxies

are based off of the Nirvana rotation curves for MaNGA

galaxy 8078-12703 with an inclination of 45◦. For relative

bar position angles that are diagonal or diagonal in-plane, the

bisymmetric motion creates clear distortions in the shapes of

the isovelocity contours, allowing Nirvana to recognize the

bisymmetric velocity component. However, for bars aligned

or anti-aligned with the major or minor axis (in-plane an-

gular difference of 0◦ or 90◦), the isovelocity contours only

change in magnitude rather than shape, an effect that can

be modeled without a bisymmetric component.

We then use a Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter to re-792

move higher order noise from this distribution to ob-793

tain a more continuous curve. We then adjust the dis-794

tribution so its maximum is in the center, yielding a795

smooth and approximately symmetrical distribution of796

bar votes. Finally, we calculate the weighted mean of the797

whole distribution, which gives us our final bar position798

angle that is robust to visual inspection and relatively799

resistant to irregular bar shapes and volunteer misclas-800

sifications. The process is summarized in Figure 13.801

The GZ:3D volunteer classifications themselves dis-802

play a bias towards bars aligned with the major axis803
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Figure 11. The recovered relative position angles (ϕ − ϕb)

and errors on posteriors from a set of mock galaxies similar

to those shown in Figure 10 projected onto the plane of the

sky. Relative position angles that are roughly 45◦ are recov-

ered faithfully, but diagonal bars are always biased towards

45◦, sometimes leading to biases over 5 − 10◦. Aligned and

anti-aligned bars are difficult to distinguish in velocity data,

leading to inflated or unrealistic errors on bisymmetric posi-

tion angle due to a lack of constraint on the model (as seen

in the case of the aligned bar in this plot), but they have no

inherent bias.

that is present in the final GZ:3D data set. Projection804

effects lead to a nonuniform distortion in azimuthal an-805

gles in high inclination galaxies, meaning that even a806

uniform distribution of on-sky bar angles will become807

biased towards major axis bars when transformed to808

in-plane coordinates. In addition, because bars along809

the minor axis are foreshortened due to projection ef-810

fects, they can be difficult to distinguish from a bulge811

in inclined galaxies (Bureau & Freeman 1999; Binney812

& Tremaine 2008), leading to a likely underreporting of813

bars close to the minor axis by GZ:3D volunteers. These814

confounding factors lead to a significant overrepresenta-815

tion of bars that are closely aligned with the major axis816

in the GZ:3D sample, which in turn introduces the same817

bias into the Nirvana-MaNGA sample. Thus, we find a818

drastic dearth of bars perpendicular to the major axis,819

especially at higher inclinations where projection effects820

are larger. This is seen in the solid green histograms821

in Figure 12. Though this bias is complementary to the822

Nirvana’s bar position angle bias detailed in Section 5.1,823
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Figure 12. Histograms showing the distribution of on-sky

relative position angles recovered by Nirvana and Galaxy

Zoo:3D for the entire sample of barred galaxies (top) as well

as broken down into inclination bins. Nirvana inherently

biases towards bars that are at a 45◦ angle to the major

axis because those bars cause larger kinematic asymmetries,

but that small bias is overwhelmed by the large GZ:3D bias

towards bars that are aligned with the major axis. This bias

arises because they are not as distorted by projection effects

and are thus easier for volunteers to identify. Both of these

biases worsen with inclination.

we still find correspondence between the two bar classi-824

fication techniques.825

We find a little correspondence between the bar po-826

sition angles between GZ:3D and the Nirvana-MaNGA827

barred sample overall. However, the correspondence is828
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Figure 13. A set of subplots summarizing the method used

to distill the GZ:3D bar classifications down to a single po-

sition angle for a galaxy. Top: The SDSS image of MaNGA

galaxy 8078-12703 overlaid with the extent of the MaNGA

IFU (magenta), the fraction of votes indicating the presence

of a bar (dotted contours), the bisymmetric position angle

from the Nirvana model (white dashed) and the GZ:3D bar

position angle derived using this method (solid green). The

weighted center of the bar votes is marked as a green cir-

cle. Middle: The number of GZ:3D bar votes from volun-

teers that fall into different azimuthal bins (black dashed)

are smoothed to remove high-frequency noise (green) and

the peak number of smoothed votes is used as a first approx-

imation for the bar position angle (red dotted). Bottom: The

azimuthal slices are recentered on this approximation (black

dashed) and the weighted center of the peak is calculated

(red dotted) to reduce the effect of asymmetric or bimodal

peaks. This final position angle is used as the bar position

angle in the top subplot. More examples can be seen in Fig-

ure 15.
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greater for galaxies with more bisymmetric motion. We829

define a subsample consisting of the 10% of Nirvana-830

MaNGA barred galaxies with the highest gas-phase V2r831

values at 1/3 of their radius (V2r ≳ 50 km/s). We choose832

this characteristic for constructing the subsample be-833

cause 1) bars are associated with radial motions; and834

2) the influence of bars greatly diminishes beyond coro-835

tation (Binney & Tremaine 2008), so we focus on the836

inner region of the galaxy. Galaxies in this subsam-837

ple display a much tighter correspondence with GZ:3D838

in bar position angle, and the remainder of the galaxies839

with comparatively small second-order motions show lit-840

tle correlation, as shown in Figure 14. Thus, we find that841

only a fraction of visually-identified galactic bars are ac-842

companied by strong non-circular motions according to843

Nirvana, a conclusion that merits future investigation.844

Several visual examples of GZ:3D/Nirvana bar corre-845

spondence within the high-V2r subsample are found in846

Figure 15.847

5.3. Velocity components848

Nirvana finds higher average second-order velocity849

components in the sample of barred galaxies than in the850

controlled sample of unbarred galaxies, confirming that851

bars are indeed associated with elevated second-order852

motions in some galaxies. This trend can be seen in853

Figure 16. The median V2 magnitude measured at 1/3854

of the Nirvana model’s radius (the approximate peak855

of bar velocity profiles, from inspection) is significantly856

higher in the gas-phase velocity fields of barred galaxies,857

with the upper tail of the distribution extending signif-858

icantly higher indicating a greater fraction of galaxies859

with larger non-circular motions. The difference is also860

present in the stellar velocity fields but the difference is861

not as large, and the magnitudes of second-order mo-862

tions is not as high overall, indicating that bars have a863

lesser influence on stellar kinematics than gas kinemat-864

ics. We find only a slight difference in V2 magnitude865

among galaxies with bars close to the minor axis in gas-866

phase velocity fields and little discernible difference in867

stellar velocity fields, confirming that Nirvana has little868

significant velocity bias for aligned or diagonal bars.869

Overall, the Nirvana models for stellar- and gas-phase870

velocity fields agree well on global galaxy parameters like871

inclination and the first-order position angle for galaxies872

where both model runs finished. First order tangential873

rotation speeds track closely, though stellar speeds are874

lower than gas speeds due to asymmetric drift (Binney &875

Tremaine 2008), an effect warranting further exploration876

using this data. Gas- and stellar-phase models diverge877

more with the second-order velocity components, as seen878

in Figure 17. As with the comparison with GZ:3D bar879

position angles, there is more agreement between stellar-880

and gas-phase ϕb when using the subsample of galaxies881

with large non-circular motions, indicating greater con-882

sistency when the model is more constrained. We also883

see systemic evidence of lower V2 magnitudes at 1/3 of884
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Figure 14. Comparisons between the bar position angles

derived from Galaxy Zoo: 3D and the on-sky bisymmetric

kinematic position angles derived from Nirvana for gas-phase

(top) and stellar (bottom) velocity fields for barred galaxies

in MaNGA. Our subsample of galaxies in top 10% of V2r

magnitude (≳ 50 km/s) at 1/3 of their radius (triangles)

show a strong correspondence between kinematically-derived

position angles for bisymmetric terms in Nirvana and the

imaging-derived bar position angles from GZ:3D, while the

Nirvana-MaNGA sample as a whole (circles) shows a weaker

correspondence. This indicates that when Nirvana recov-

ers significant second-order motions in a galaxy, it tends to

agree with visual classifications on bar angle, although the

correspondence is tighter for gas-phase velocity fields than

for stellar velocity fields.

the model radius in comparison to Vt, bolstering ear-885

lier conclusions from inspection that the second-order886

components are less prominent overall in stellar velocity887

fields than in their gas counterparts. These lower mag-888

nitudes also lead to greater variation in ϕb because the889

models are less constrained, a similar effect as is seen in890
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Figure 15. A random selection of SDSS images of Nirvana-MaNGA galaxies from the subsample with the highest V2r mag-

nitudes. Overlaid are the boundaries of the MaNGA IFU (magenta), the GZ:3D bar position angle (solid green), the Nirvana

bisymmetric position angle (dashed white), the GZ:3D bar votes (dotted contours), and the MaNGA plate and IFU identifiers.

Some galaxies show a tight correspondence between the visually-identified GZ bar and the kinematically-identified Nirvana bar,

while others show a large difference.
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Figure 16. The distributions of the magnitudes of second-

order radial velocity profiles V2 at 1/3 the radius of the Nir-

vana models (left) and the ratio between the V2 and Vt at

that radius (right) for both the Nirvana-MaNGA barred sam-

ple (green squares) and the control sample (black pluses).

Medians and 68% intervals are marked for both gas-phase

(solid lines) and stellar (dashed lines) velocity field models.

There are significant differences in radial motions for both

gas and stellar velocity fields, indicating that bars are indeed

associated with non-circular motions, but the magnitude of

the motions is much greater for gas than for stars. We also

find that bars that are aligned with the minor axis (red tri-

angles) differ only slightly from other bars, indicating that

Nirvana’s bias is minimal.

Figure 14. Further study is needed to investigate the dif-891

ferences between the population of barred galaxies with892

stellar V2 values that hew close to their gas V2 and those893

that do not.894

6. SUMMARY895

The Nirvana software package is a Bayesian velocity896

field modeling code that can reliably fit both circular897

and bisymmetric motions in 2D kinematic data for spi-898

ral galaxies. We build on previous works (e.g. Disk-899

Fit Spekkens & Sellwood 2007; Sellwood & Spekkens900

2015; XookSuut López-Cobá et al. 2021), adding fur-901

ther capabilities for lower-spatial-resolution kinematic902

data like modeling velocity dispersion profiles and PSF903

convolution, and we use a Bayesian framework with904

physically-informed priors to improve the reliability of905

our results. We construct our Nirvana-MaNGA sample906

of over 1000 barred galaxies using the volunteer clas-907

sifications of barred galaxies from the GalaxyZoo: 3D908

catalog, along with a control sample of MaNGA disk909

galaxies matched to the main sample in color, mass, ef-910

fective radius, and axis ratio. The Nirvana model has911

been tested against real and mock data to produce rea-912

sonable and physically-motivated velocity field models913

for stellar and gas-phase kinematics in a wide variety of914

spiral galaxies by using custom prior and likelihood func-915

tions and sanitizing its own input data. The resultant916

models have only relatively small biases in inclination917

and bar position angle that we explore above.918

We find that a significant fraction of visually-identified919

bars do not have discernible higher-order terms in their920

velocity fields, a conclusion meriting further study Nir-921

vana’s on-sky second-order position angles show a cor-922

respondence with imaging-based bar angles from GZ:3D923

despite notable biases from projection effects, confirm-924

ing a relationship between visually-identified bisymmet-925

ric structures and kinematic disturbances from non-926

circular motions. We also find that Nirvana reliably927

recovers more second-order velocity modes in barred928

galaxies than in unbarred galaxies, validating the dy-929

namical properties of bars in the largest sample of930

real galaxies yet assembled. Nirvana finds significantly931
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Figure 17. Comparisons between the Nirvana output for stellar- and gas-phase velocity field model parameters for the Nirvana

galaxies where the model finished running for both velocity fields. The top row contains global galaxy parameters, showing tight

agreement in inclination (left) and first-order position angle ϕ (middle). The second-order position angle (right) shows much

tighter agreement for the subsample of galaxies with high V2r (triangles), as outlined in the text. The bottom row compares

velocity profile magnitude at 1/3 the model radius, showing good agreement for Vt and smaller V2t and V2r values in most stellar

models.

higher second-order velocity modes in gas-phase veloc-932

ity fields than in stellar velocity fields and finds no non-933

circular terms in many galaxies that would be visually934

classified as barred, warranting further investigation into935

the effects of bars on different kinematic components in936

galaxy centers. Our sample of non-parametric second937

order rotation curves will also allow for the design of an938

empirically-motivated parametric velocity field model of939

higher order motions in barred galaxies, which would940

improve the speed and usefulness of these models.941

Our spaxel-by-spaxel maps of non-circular motion942

magnitudes in MaNGA barred spirals allow further943

study of the influence of bars on other galaxy properties.944

It is possible to directly search for a correlation between945

elevated non-circular motions within bars and radial-946

mixing-driven flattening of stellar population gradients947

and other population differences in barred galaxies, as948

has been seen with existing visually-identified barred949

galaxy samples (e.g. Fraser-McKelvie et al. 2019, 2020;950

Krishnarao et al. 2020). Our physically-motivated mea-951

sures of non-circular motions may also provide a new952

perspective on the influence of kinematic asymmetry on953

Tully-Fisher scatter (Bloom et al. 2017; Andersen & Ber-954

shady 2013), provide new methods for finding galactic955

inflows and outflows, allow for new estimations of asym-956

metries in dark matter halos (Sellwood & Sánchez 2010).957

The Nirvana code can also easily be applied to other958

data sets as long as they have information on kinemat-959

ics, surface brightness, and PSF. The Nirvana-MaNGA960

sample provides a comprehensive baseline of the kine-961

matic properties of barred galaxies in the local Universe,962

so a sample of Nirvana models of more distant galaxies963

would allow for the study of the evolution of bar kine-964

matics over the course of galactic evolution.965
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